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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

In this module you will learn how to make your own iPhone and iPad apps with Apple’s 

new Swift programming language. This will teach you the basics of iPhone 

programming, and the other tutorials will build on what you learn there. 

Each tutorial in this module describes a new app in full detail, and together they cover 

everything you need to know to make your own apps. By the end of the series you’ll be 

experienced enough to turn your ideas into real apps that you can sell on the App 

Store! 

Even if you’ve never programmed before or if you’re new to iOS, you should be able to 

follow along with the step-by-step instructions and understand how these apps are 

made. Each tutorial has a ton of illustrations to prevent you from getting lost. Not 

everything might make sense right away, but hang in there and all will become clear in 

time.  

Writing your own iPhone and iPad apps is a lot of fun, but it’s also hard work. If you 

have imagination and perseverance there is no limit to what you can make these cool 

devices do. It is my sincere belief that this module series can turn you from a complete 

newbie into an accomplished iOS developer, but you do have to put in the time and 

effort. 

iOS 8 and better only 

Things move fast in the world of mobile computing. The iPhone 5 is only a few years 

old but is quickly becoming obsolete. Even iOS version 6, which was released just in 

2012, already looks old-fashioned. 

The tutorials in this module are aimed exclusively at iOS version 8 and later. Each new 

release of iOS is such a big departure from previous versions that it just doesn’t make 

sense anymore to keep developing for them. 

The majority of iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad users are pretty quick to upgrade to the 

latest version of iOS anyway, so you don’t need to be too worried that you’re leaving 

potential users behind. 

Owners of older devices, such as the iPhone 4 or 3GS, may be stuck with iOS version 7.1 

or earlier but this is only a tiny portion of the market. The cost of supporting these 

older iOS versions with your apps is usually greater than the handful of extra customers 

it brings you. 



It’s ultimately up to you to decide whether it’s worth making your app available to 

customers with older devices, but my recommendation is that you focus your efforts 

where they matter most. Apple as a company always relentlessly looks towards the 

future and if you want to play in Apple’s backyard, it’s wise to follow their lead. So back 

to the future it is! 

Prerequisites 

It’s a lot of fun to develop for the iPhone and iPad but like most hobbies (or 

businesses!) it will cost some money. Of course, once you get good at it and build an 

awesome app, you’ll have the potential to make that money back many times. 

You will have to invest in the following: 

 An iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch. I’m assuming that you have at least one of these. 

Even though I mostly talk about the iPhone in this tutorial series, everything I say 

applies equally to all of this devices. Aside from small hardware differences, they 

all use iOS and you program them in exactly the same way. You should be able 

to run any of the apps you will be developing on your iPad or iPod touch 

without problems. 

 A Mac computer with an Intel processor. Any Mac that you’ve bought in the last 

few years will do, even a Mac mini or MacBook Air. It needs to have at least OS X 

10.10 Yosemite. Xcode, the development environment for iOS apps, is a 

memory-hungry tool so having at least 4 GB of RAM in your Mac is no luxury. 

You might be able to get by with less, but do yourself a favor and upgrade your 

Mac. The more RAM, the better. A smart developer invests in good tools! 

 A paid iOS Developer Program Account. This will cost you $99 per year and it 

allows you to run your apps on your own iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch while 

you’re developing, and to submit finished apps to the App Store. You can 

download all the development tools for free if you’re paid member, including 

beta previews of upcoming versions of iOS. 

With some workarounds it is possible to develop iOS apps on Windows or a Linux 

machine, or a regular PC that has OS X installed (a so-called “Hackintosh”), but you’ll 

save yourself a lot of hassle by just getting a Mac. 

If you can’t afford to buy the latest model, then consider getting a second-hand Mac 

from eBay. Just make sure it meets the minimum requirements (Intel CPU, preferably 

more than 1 GB RAM). Should you happen to buy a machine that has an older versions 

of OS X (10.8 Mountain Lion or earlier), you can upgrade to the latest version of OS X 

from the online Mac App Store for free or a small free. 

Join the program 



To sign up for the Developer Program, go to 

https://developer.apple.com/programs/ios and click the Enroll Now button. 

Note: Make sure you’re on the page for the iOS program. There are also Mac and Safari 

developer programs and you don’t want to sign up for the wrong one! 

On the sign-up page you’ll need to enter your Apple ID. Your developer program 

membership will be tied to this account. It’s OK to use the same Apple ID that you’re 

already using with iTunes and your iPhone, but if you run a business you might want to 

create a new Apple ID to keep these things separate. 

There are different types of iOS Developer Programs. You’ll probably want to go for the 

regular iOS Developer Program, either as an Individual or as a Company.  There is also 

an Enterprise program but that’s for big companies who will be distributing apps within 

their own organization only. If you’re still in school, the University Program may be 

worth looking into. 

You buy the Developer Program membership from the online Apple Store for your 

particular country. Once your payment is processed you’ll received an activation code 

that you use to activate your account. 

Signing up is usually pretty quick. In the worst case it may take a few weeks, as Apple 

will check your credit card details and if they find anything out of the ordinary (such as 

misspelled name) your application may run into delays. So make sure to enter your 

credit card details correctly or you’ll be in for an agonizing wait. 

If you’re signing up as a Company then you also need to provide a D-U-N-S Number, 

which is free but may take some time to request. You cannot register as a Company if 

you have a single-person business such as a sole proprietorship or DBA (“doing 

business as”). In that case you need to sign up as an Individual. 

You will have to renew your membership every year but if you’re serious about 

developing apps then that $99/year will be worth it.   

The free account 

If you’re strapped for cash, you’ll be happy to know that it’s possible to develop for iOS 

without paying a dime. There is a free Apple developer account but this restricts you to 

running your apps in the Simulator only. You cannot run the apps on any of your 

devices and, more importantly, you can’t submit to the App Store. 

If you just want to get your feet wet with iOS development but you’re not sure yet 

whether you’ll like it, then stick to the free account for the time being. You can run all 

the apps from this tutorial in the Simulator just fine, but of course that isn’t as cool as 

seeing them on your own iPhone. 

https://developer.apple.com/programs/ios


To sign up for the free account, go to https://developer.apple.com/register. You can 

always upgrade to the paid account later. 

Xcode 

After you sign up, the first order of business is to download and install Xcode and the 

iOS SDK (Software Development Kit). 

Xcode is the main development tool for iOS. It has a text editor where you’ll type in 

your source code and it has a visual tool for designing your app’s user interface. 

Xcode transforms the source code that you write into an executable app and launches 

it in the Simulator or on your iPhone. Because no app is bug-free, Xcode also has a 

debugger that helps you find defects in your code (unfortunately, it won’t automatically 

fix them for you, that’s still something you have to do yourself). 

You can download Xcode for free from the Mac App Store 

(https://itunes.apple.com/app/xcode/id497799835?mt=12). This requires at least OS X 

Yosemite (10.10.5), so if you’re still running OS X Mavericks or even Mountain Lion you’ll 

first have to upgrade to the latest version of OS X (also available for free from the Mac 

App Store). Get ready for a big download, as the full Xcode packages is about 2 GB. 

Important: You may already have a version of Xcode on your system that came pre-

installed with OS X. That version is hopelessly outdated so don’t use it. Apple puts out 

new releases on a regular basis and you are encouraged to always develop with the 

latest Xcode and the latest available SDK on the latest version of OS X. 

I wrote this module with Xcode version 7 and the iOS 9 SDK on OS X Yosemite (10.10). If 

you’re reading an article and you see a picture of Xcode that looks different from yours, 

they’re talking about an older version. You may still be able to get something out of 

those articles, as the programming examples are still valid. It’s just the tool that is 

slightly different. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://developer.apple.com/register
https://itunes.apple.com/app/xcode/id497799835?mt=12


Chapter 2 

The one-button app 

 

Let’s make an extremely simple first version of the game that just displays a single 

button. When user press the button, the app pops up an alert message. That’s all you 

are going to do now. Once you have this working, you can build the rest of the game 

on this foundation. 

The app will look like this: 

 

Time to start coding! I’m assuming you have downloaded and installed the latest 

version of the SDK and the development tools at this point. 

In this tutorial, you’ll be working with Xcode 7 or better. Newer versions of Xcode may 

also work but anything older than version 7 is a no-go. 

Because Swift is a very new language, it tends to change between versions of Xcode. If 

your Xcode is too old – or too new! – then not all of the code in this module may work 

properly. (For this same reason you’re advised not to use beta versions of Xcode, only 

the official one from the Mac App Store.) 



 Launch Xcode. If you have trouble locating the Xcode application, you can find it in 

the folder /Applications/Xcode or in your Launchpad. Because I use Xcode all the 

time, I placed its icon in my dock for easy access. 

Xcode shows the “Welcome to Xcode” window when it starts: 

 

Choose Create a new Xcode project. The main Xcode window appears with an assistant 

that lets you choose a template: 

 

There are templates for a variety of application styles. Xcode will make a pre-configured 

project for you based on the template you choose. The new project will already include 

many of the source files you need. These templates are handy because they can save 

you a lot of typing. They are ready-made starting points. 

 Select Single View Application and press Next. 

This opens a screen where you can enter options for the new app: 



 

 Fill out these options as follows: 

 Product Name: OneButtonApp. 

 Organization Name: Fill in your own name here or the name of your company. 

 Company Identifier: Mine says “com.justinus”. That is the identifier I use for my apps 

and as is customary, it is my domain name written the other way around. You 

should use your own identifier here. Pick something that is unique to you, either the 

domain name of your website (but backwards) or simply your own name. You can 

always change this later. 

 Language: Swift 

 Devices: iPhone 

 User Core Data: Leave this unchecked. 

Press Next. Now Xcode will ask where to save your project: 

 

 Choose a location for the project files, for example the Desktop or your Documents 

folder. 



Xcode will automatically make a new folder for the project using the Product Name that 

you entered in the previous step (in your case OneButtonApp), so you don’t need to 

make a new folder yourself. 

At the bottom of the window there is a checkbox that says “Create Git repository on My 

Mac”. You can ignore this for now. You’ll learn about the Git version control system in 

one of the next tutorials. 

 Press Create to finish, 

Xcode will now create a new project named OneButtonApp, based on the Single View 

Application template, in the folder you specified. 

When it is done, the screen looks like this: 

 

There may be small differences with what you’re seeing on your own computer if you’re 

using a version of Xcode newer than 7.1. Rest assured, any differences will only be 

superficial. 

 Press the Run button in the top-left corner: 

 

Xcode will labor for a bit and then it launches your brand new app in the iOS Simulator. 

The app may not look like much yet – and there is not anything you can do with it 

either – but this is an important first milestone in your journey. 



 

If Xcode says “Build Failed” or “Xcode cannot run using the selected device” when you 

press the Run button, then make sure the picker at the top of the window says 

OneButtonApp > iPhone 6s Plus (or any other number) and not iOS Device: 

 

 Next to the Run button is the Stop button (the square thingy). Press that to exit the 

app. 

You might be tempted to press the home button on the Simulator, just as you would 

on your iPhone (or choose the Hardware → Home menu item), but that won’t actually 

terminate the app. It will disappear from the Simulator’s screen but the app stays 

suspended in the Simulator’s memory, just as it would on a real iPhone. 

Until you press Stop, Xcode’s activity viewer at the top says “Running OneButtonApp on 

iPhone 6s Plus”: 

 



It’s not really necessary to stop the app, as you can go back to Xcode and make 

changes to the source code while the app is still running. However, these changes will 

not become active until you press Run again. That will terminate any running version of 

the app, build a new version, and launch it in the Simulator. 

Adding the button 

I’m sure you’re as little impressed as I am with an app that just displays a dull white 

screen, so let’s add a button to it. 

The left-hand side of the Xcode window is named the Navigator area. The row of icons 

at the top determines which navigator is visible. Currently that is the Project navigator, 

which shows the list of files that are in your project. 

The organization of these files roughly corresponds to the project folder on your hard 

disk, but that isn’t necessarily always so. You can move files around and put them into 

new groups to your heart’s content. 

 In the Project navigator, find the item named Main.storyboard and click it once to 

select it: 

 

What happens when you press Run? 

Xcode will first compile your source code – that is: translate it – from Swift into a 

machine code that the iPhone (or the Simulator) can understand. Even though the 

programming language for writing iPhone apps is Swift or Objective-C, the iPhone 

itself doesn’t speak those languages. A translation step is necessary. 

The compiler is the part of Xcode that converts your Swift source code into 

executable binary code. It also gathers all the different components that make up 

the app – source files, images, storyboard files, and so on – and puts them into the 

so-called “application bundle”. 

This entire process is also known as building the app. If there are any errors (such as 

spelling mistakes), the build will fail. If everything goes according to plan, Xcode 

copies the application bundle to the Simulator or the iPhone and launches the app. 

All that from a single press of the Run button. 



Like a superhero changing his clothes in a phone booth, the main editing pane now 

transforms into the Interface Builder. This tool lets you drag-and-drop user interface 

components such as buttons into the app. (OK, bad analogy, but Interface Builder is a 

super tool in my opinion.) 

 If it’s not already blue, click the Hide or show utilities button in Xcode’s toolbar: 

 

These toolbar buttons change the appearance of Xcode. This one in particular opens a 

new pane on the right side of the Xcode window. 

Your Xcode should now look something like this: 

 

This is the storyboard for your app. The storyboard contains the designs for all of your 

app’s screens, and shows how the app goes from one screen to another with big pointy 

arrows. Currently the storyboard contains just a single screen or scene. 

This initial scene is represented by a square in the middle of the Interface Builder 

canvas. You may find this odd, considering that iPhones are not actually square. 

This is a new feature of iOS 8 called “size classes” or “universal storyboards” that lets 

you design a single storyboard that caters to the different screen sizes of the various 

iPhone models. You won’t need that for this app, so first you’ll turn it off. 

 In the Utilities pane on the right, select the first tab to open the File inspector: 



 
 Uncheck the Use Size Classes option. When Xcode asks for confirmation, click 

Disable Size Classes to continue. 

Now Interface Builder shows the dimensions of an actual iPhone device: 

 

The scene has the size of an iPhone 6s Plus. To keep things simple, you will first design 

the app for the iPhone 5 screen. Later you’ll also make the app fit on the smaller iPhone 

4s and the larger iPhone 6s and 6s Plus. 

 In the Xcode toolbar, select OneButtonApp > iPhone 5s to switch simulators: 



 

Now when you run the app, it will run on the iPhone 5s Simulator, which is slightly 

smaller than the iPhone 6s (try it out!). 

Back to the storyboard: 

 At the bottom of the Utilities pane you will find the Object Library (make sure the 

third button, the one that looks like a circle, is selected): 

 

Scroll through the items in the Object Library’s list until you see Button. 

 Click on Button and drag it into the working area, on top of the white view. 



 

That’s how easy it is to add new buttons, just drag and drop. That goes for all other 

user interface elements too. You’ll be doing a lot of this, so take some time to get 

familiar with the process. 

 Drag-and-drop a few other controls, such as labels, sliders, and switches, just to get 

the hang of it. 

This should give you some idea of the UI controls that are available in iOS. Notice that 

the Interface Builder helps you to layout your controls by snapping them to the edges 

of the view and to other objects. It’s a very handy tool! 

 Double-click the button to edit its title. Call it Touch Me! 

 

As of iOS 7 buttons no longer have borders. If you’ve used previous versions of iOS 

then you no doubt have seen the standard “round rect” button, which had a thin gray 



border with rounded corners. One of the major features of the new flat design style 

from iOS 7 and 8 is that those borders are now gone, at least for the standard buttons. 

When you’re done playing with Interface Builder, press the Run button from Xcode’s 

toolbar. The app should now appear in the Simulator, complete with your “Touch Me!” 

button. However, when you tap the button it doesn’t do anything yet. For that you’ll 

have to write some Swift code! 

The source code editor 

A button that doesn’t do anything when tapped is of no use to anyone, so let’s make it 

show an alert popup. For now we shall limit ourselves to display a simple text message 

(the traditional “Hello, World!”). 

 In the Project navigator, click on ViewController.swift. 

The Interface Builder will disappear and the editor area now contains a bunch of 

brightly colored text. This is the Swift source code for your app: 

 

 Add the following lines directly above the very last } bracket in the file: 

Xcode will autosave 

You don’t have to save your source code files after you make changes to them 

because Xcode will automatically save any modified files when you press the Run 

button. Nevertheless, Xcode isn’t the most stable piece of software out there and 

occasionally it may crash on you before it has had a chance to save your changes, 

so I still like press ⌘ + S on a regular basis to save my files. 

@IBAction func showAlert() { 
} 



The source code for ViewController.swift should now look like this: 

How do you like your first taste of Swift? Before I can tell you what this all means, I first 

have to introduce the concept of a view controller. 

View controllers 

You’ve edited the Main.storyboard file to build the user interface of the app. It’s only a 

button on a white background, but a user interface nonetheless. You also just added 

source code to ViewController.swift. 

These two files – the storyboard and the Swift file – together form the design and 

implementation of a view controller. A lot of the work in building iOS apps is making 

view controllers. The job of a view controller is to manage a single screen from your 

app. 

Take a simple shopping app, for example. When you launch the shopping app, its main 

screen lists the available items. Tapping an item opens a new screen that shows the 

item description in detail with an item photo, stock, and price. Each of these screens is 

managed by its own view controller. 

// 
//  ViewController.swift 
//  OneButtonApp 
// 
//  Created by Justinus Hermawan on 1/3/16. 
//  Copyright © 2016 Justinus Hermawan. All rights reserved. 
// 
 
import UIKit 
 

class ViewController: UIViewController { 
 
 override func viewDidLoad() { 
  super.viewDidLoad() 
  // Do any additional setup after loading the view, 
typically from a nib. 
 } 
 
 override func didReceiveMemoryWarning() { 
  super.didReceiveMemoryWarning() 
  // Dispose of any resources that can be recreated. 
 } 
 
 @IBAction func showAlert() { 
 } 
 
} 
 



 

What these two screens do is very different. One is a list of several items; the other 

presents a detail view of a single item. 

That’s why you also need two view controllers: one that knows how to deal with lists, 

and another that can handle images and item descriptions. One of the design principles 

of iOS is that each screen in your app gets its own view controller. 

Simply put, the Main.storyboard file contains the design of the view controller’s user 

interface, while ViewController.swift contains its functionality – the logic that makes the 

user interface work, written in the Swift language. 

Because you used the Single View Application template, Xcode automatically created 

the view controller for you. Later you can add the other screens to your app and create 

your own view controller for that. 

Making connections 

The line of source code you have just added to ViewController.swift lets Interface 

Builder know that the controller has a “showAlert” action, which presumably will show 

an alert popup. You will now connect the button to that action. 

 Click Main.storyboard to go back into Interface Builder. 

There should be a pane on the left, the Outline pane, that lists all the items in your 

storyboard. If you do not see that pane, click the small toggle button in the bottom-left 

corner of the Interface Builder canvas to reveal it. 

 

 Click the Touch Me button once to select it. 



With the Touch Me button selected, hold down the Ctrl key, click on the button and 

drag up to the View Controller item in the Outline pane. You should see a blue line 

going from the button up to View Controller. 

(Instead of holding down Ctrl, you can also right-click and drag, but don’t let go of the 

mouse button before you start dragging.) 

 

Once you’re on View Controller, let go of the mouse button and a small menu will 

appear. It contains two sections, “Action Segue” and “Sent Events”, with one or more 

options below each. You’re interested in the showAlert option under Sent Events. This is 

the name of the action that you added earlier in the source code of 

ViewController.swift. 

 
 Click on showAlert to select it. This instructs Interface Builder to make a connection 

between the button and the line @IBAction func showAlert(). 

From now on, whenever the button is tapped the showAlert action will be performed. 

That is how you make buttons and other controls do things: you define an action in the 

view controller’s Swift file and then you make the connection in Interface Builder. 



You can see that the connection was made, by going to the Connections inspector in 

the Utilities pane on the right side of the Xcode window. 

 Click the small arrow-shaped button at the top of the pane to switch to the 

Connections inspector: 

 

In the Sent Events section, the “Touch Up Inside” event is now connected to the 

showAlert action. You can also see the connection in the Swift file. 

 Select ViewController.swift to edit it. 

Notice how to the left of the line with @IBAction func showAlert(), there is a solid 

circle? Click on that circle to reveal what this action is connected to: 

 

Acting on the button 

You now have a screen with a button. The button is hooked up to an action named 

showAlert that will be performed when the user taps the button. 

Currently, however, the action is empty and nothing will happen (try it out). You need 

to give the app more instructions. 

 In ViewController.swift, add the following lines to showAlert: 



These new lines provides the actual functionality of this action. 

The commands between the { } brackets tell the iPhone what to do, and they are 

performed from top to bottom. 

The code in showAlert creates an alert with a title “Hello, World”, a message 

“Welcome to my first app!”, and a single button labeled “Awesome”. 

If you’re not sure about the distinction between the title and the message: both show 

text, but the title is slightly bigger and in a bold typeface. 

 Click the Run button from Xcode’s toolbar. If you didn’t make any typos, your app 

should launch in the Simulator and you should see the alert box when you tap the 

button. 

Congratulations, you’ve just written your first iOS app! What you just did may have 

been mostly gibberish to you, but that shouldn’t matter. We take it one small step at a 

time. 

@IBAction func showAlert() { 
 let alert = UIAlertController(title: "Hello, World", 
     message: "Welcome to my first app!", 
     preferredStyle: .Alert) 
 
 let action = UIAlertAction(title: "Awesome",  
      style: .Default, 
      handler: nil) 
 
 alert.addAction(action) 
 
 presentViewController(alert,  

animated: true,  
completion: nil) 

} 
 



 

You’re only just getting started… 

To be continued. 

 

 


